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Introduction
The Rana Plaza disaster in April 2013 now ranks as the world's worst garment factory accident, but is also pivotal for the way it represents a shift in legal responsibility. In classic thinking a state -here Bangladesh -is ultimately responsible to its population for ensuring worker safety and welfare. However, faced with abject state failure -the repeated inability of Bangladesh's building inspection administration to regulate and prevent industrial catastrophes from happening -a new set of stakeholders is proposing to assume responsibility for the task.
In the aftermath of the disaster, purchasers have come together under two Action Plans to oblige their Bangladesh-based suppliers to participate in inspection, remediation, health and safety and worker training activities. In the case of the first Action Plan, the Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh (the "Accord"), purchaser signatories are required to contribute funding for related activities to a maximum of U.S. $500,000. Disputes under the Accord are subject to binding arbitration and resulting awards are enforceable under the New York Convention. 2 In the case of the second Action Plan (the "Action Plan"), which is reportedly agreed to in principle by a number of U.S. and Canadian chains including Walmart, The Gap, Macy's, Canadian Tire and the Hudson's Bay Company, a U.S. $42 million fund will be established that will go towards drafting domestic standards and boosting worker awareness of safety issues in Bangladeshi garment factories. The Action Plan reportedly differs from the Accord in that it is not legally binding, seeks to cap the derivative liability of buyers, and is more closely aligned with pre-existing Bangladesh government efforts in the field of worker safety. Participants in the Action Plan have contended that the Action Plan will allow them to address safety concerns with their Bangladeshi suppliers more quickly.
What both schemes illustrate, however, is the way that elements of the international supply chain are stepping forward to take on aspects of responsibility that have previously been within the purview of states. In essence, the supply chain becomes the locus of regulation and protection. This is of particular interest to Canada, which has been caught in the crosshairs of the two rival schemes. Following the Rana Plaza disaster the Toronto-based Loblaw grocery chain, which includes the popular Joe Fresh clothing label, signed on to and became an early supporter of the Accord, whereas in January 2013 the Canadian Apparel Federation and the Retail Council of Canada, along with four other U.S.-based apparel trade associations, created the 'Safer Factories Initiative' (SFI) that is now giving birth to the Action Plan. This article explores some of the prospects and problems that arise from these projected arrangements.
At the same time, the article aims to demonstrate that what is happening is not simply a response to the shortcomings of a government in some faraway developing country. The 'privatization' of standards is a familiar topic, one long-discussed in regulatory and academic literature, and one that is likely to increase as citizens demand more and more from capacity-constrained states. 3 Governments are under fiscal pressure all over the world to withdraw from regulatory roles. In the domain of normand standard-setting they have reacted by leaving the regulatory function to private organizations. In the domain of physical infrastructure they have reacted by privatizing state assets, pursuing publicprivate partnerships, and engaging in build-operate-transfer (BOT) initiatives with private operators. The response to the tragedy at Rana Plaza highlights is the way that efforts by the supply chain are an imperfect -but inevitable -response to state failure, one that is likely to become more familiar worldwide in future.
Background
Developments in communication, manufacturing, logistics and retailing over the last two decades have led to the globalization of production. 4 For this most part, production now takes place in immense, highly sophisticated supply chains that span the globe and ensure the smooth flow of products from input suppliers to the ultimate consumer. Participants must be nimble and broadminded. The conceptual modifications required are profound. Alan Waller has observed:
The difference in skill requirements in today's highly competitive fast-changing world is that we need to have visibility and control of our supply chain in order to compete. Manufacturers need to think upstream about supply and be driven by the end customer. Retailers need to satisfy their customers but need to think supply chain to achieve this. Wal-Mart sees their core skill as being 'A procurement agent for the consumer', hence their focus on supply chain management in all that they do. 5 Other supply chain experts have pointed out that supply chain manufacturing requires participants to shift from mere 'interfacing' to integrating their production. Supplier selection becomes supplier collaboration. Arms length relationships are replaced by total commitment. Confrontational behaviour makes way for integrated forms of cooperation. Short-term planning exchanged for longer term thinking. 6 In sum, a transactional perspective is replaced by a relational one that stresses the interdependence of the parties across time. 7 Inevitably, this configuration requires the removal of barriers so that the entirety of production, which can involve many stages among a number of independent contractors, become a common enterprise. In this respect Stuart Emmett and Barry Crocker have observed that:
In a world-class supply chain … barriers cannot remain. It cannot be that the flow of product, information and finances between the links in the chain are allowed to be compromised by the perception of company boundaries. Despite the fact that supply chains are made up of different companies and that there may be both legal restriction and operational difficulties, these must be overcome so that the supply 7 Interdependence has also been recognized at a political level by leading statespersons: see for instance See also Kofi Annan, "The Meaning of the International Community" U.N. Press Release, SG/SM/7133, PI/1176 (15 Sept. 1999) ("Ours is a world in which no individual, and no country, exists in isolation. All of us live simultaneously in our own communities and in the world at large … We are connected, wired, interdependent."); Tony Blair, "What I've Learned" The Economist (31 May 2007) (referring to interdependence as "the defining characteristic of the modern world"); The White House, "Remarks on A New Beginning" made to students at Cairo University (4 June 2009) (Barack Obama observing that "Given our interdependence, any world order that elevates one nation or group of people over another will inevitably fail. So whatever we think of the past, we must not be prisoners to it. Our problems must be dealt with through partnership; our progress must be shared.").
chain is treated as a whole and is optimised as a whole. 8 In some cases, this degree of unity and integration creates something new that one dominant participant is interested in holding on to because it aligns with a company's core functions. The supply chain is something of value that an enterprise is interested in preserving and exploiting over time. In other cases, the supply chain may represent an expense or a threat for a participant and so the pattern of relationships is ended. 9 In still others, corporate reorganizations may spinoff part or all of the chain as one participant transitions to new operations under different conditions. The supply chain, now reconfigured, will draw on pre-existing patterns of relationships and behavioural memory to fulfill some new function.
Each of these possible supply chain outcomes depends upon the product in question, the actors involved, and a host of other factors that impact upon a supply chain's resilience and integrity. Like living organisms, supply chains exhibit distinct identities. They are adaptive. Very few are completely alike.
They are also sensitive. The need for smooth interaction of these many parts exposes supply chains to disruptions and makes then vulnerable to external shocks and opportunistic behaviour. A volcanic eruption in Iceland can wreck havoc on the supply infrastructure for fresh flowers in Europe for weeks.
10 A tsunami off the coast of Japan can idle assembly lines in China, Southeast Asia and the United States for months.
11 Thus, the requirement for a 'unity' of operation can both beneficial and detrimental.
The independent persona of the supply chain is, in addition, something that can have consequences in law. For legal purposes it can assume certain attributes of personality, which is especially important to those who are interested in differentiating their product from competitors. In environmental products, 'fair' trade and organic certification, for instance, the chain itself becomes the source of intellectual property, such as in a designation of 'traditional speciality guaranteed' or trademark. 12 Potential participants have to commit to meeting certain requirements in order to become involved.
Experts have also noticed a recurrent feature of supply chains. This is the fact that as they mature and their outputs become subject to greater competition, power shifts to the 'end' of the supply chain. 13 Consumers and purchasers become more important, leading to a culture of "Just Say Yes". 14 Walmart, like many other large retailers, routinely uses its enormous marketing clout to wrest continuous discounts from suppliers, a tactic that promotes a "race to the bottom" as upstream suppliers perennially scout for the most cost-effective option. In certain industries, this movement is offset to a degree by the desire to ensure quality control and preserve supplier ties. 8 Ibid., 8. 9 For instance, a particular type of customer with special needs may be one that the principal supplier decides not to cater to due to capacity constraints or shift in focus it would require of the business model. This dilemma is often encapsulated in the business adage, 'Do Not Serve Customers You Cannot Satisfy'. See John Mentzer, Fundamentals of Supply Chain Management 100 (2004). 10 For a discussion of the eruption of the Eyjafjallajökull volcano in Iceland in April 2010 and its disruptive effect on European supply chains see Urs Uhlmann, "Eruption Disruption" Canadian Underwriter 18 (Aug. 2010). 11 The March 2011 Great Tohoku Earthquake and Tsunami devastated the northeast coast of Japan with the most powerful natural disaster in Japan's modern history. Over 4 million units of vehicle production were lost because of the disasters in Japan, with 90% of them from Japanese automakers. Manufacturing in several sectors in China, southeast Asia and the U.S. was affected for several months thereafter because of northeastern Japan's linchpin status in global supply chain networks. Bill Canis, "The Motor Vehicle Supply Chain: Effects of the Japanese Earthquake and Tsunami", Congressional Research Service R41831 (23 May 2011). 12 'Traditional Speciality Guaranteed' (TSG) is a designation under EU legislation that refers to foods that either by virtue of raw materials, production method or processing features are distinctive and therefore protected. It has been in place since 1992. For discussion see Andrea Tosato, "The Protection of Traditional Food in the EU: Traditional Specialities Guaranteed", 19:4 Eur. L.J. 545 (2013). 13 William Copacino, Supply Chain Management 42 (1997). 14 "Most manufacturing companies today are being pressed by their customers to provide more for less -that is, lower prices, greater value, higher levels of customer service, and additional value-added services." Ibid., 39.
These features have a significant impact on the global garment industry, which has traditionally been both localized and dispersed. In the aftermath of World War II many countries took advantage of the GATT Multi Fibre Arrangement to protect their existing textile and garment industries by imposing quotas and import licencing requirements on foreign textiles and garments. 15 The result was a thicket of restrictions on the international textile and garment trade that experts recognized as inefficient and as a barrier to developing country exports. During the GATT Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations (1986-94) countries therefore committed to 'normalize' the sector by transitioning away from restrictions to a duty-free, quota-free trading environment, as is the case with other goods. The resulting Agreement on Textiles and Clothing (ATC), which became part of the WTO Action Plan concluded at the end of the Round, foresaw a 10-year conversion period from 1995-2005 away from existing restrictions. The promise of a transition in the sector was held-out as an important incentive to securing developing country agreement to the final Uruguay Round package. 16 The ATC was duly implemented, although as many commentators have observed, a number of the ATC's benefits were back-ended to coincide with developing country adherence to new intellectual property thresholds introduced in the TRIPS Agreement, also part of the new WTO Agreement. The game-changer in these developments was, however, the accession of the People's Republic of China to the WTO in late 2001. China's traditional strength in textile manufacturing and garment assembly made it a natural locale to source from. Over the next few years Chinese garment manufacturing gobbled up a considerable portion of the additional export room provided by the ATC, leaving garment manufacturers in traditional supplier countries like Vietnam, the Philippines and Mauritius with only incremental gains and a fiercely competitive export environment. 17 The dominant response to the competition was to upgrade and specialize in production. Thus, the WTO Director-General Pascal Lamy has recently observed that the global textile value chain spans countries involved in the "mere assembly" of imported fabric for export, such as China, Romania and Vietnam, to "original equipment manufacture" where apparel products are manufactured in full, going beyond mere assembly, such as in Turkey, to "original design manufacture" where in addition to full product manufacture a country can create ready-made collections at different levels of sophistication, such as in Hong Kong, and all the way to "original brand manufacture" where a country becomes the buyer in the value chain and starts to manage the supply network, such as in the U.S. and Italy. 18 All of these developments have taken place against the global emergence of "fast fashion" involving rapid-response manufacturing and tight inventory control. 19 Major garment manufacturers like Benetton and Zara have adapted to the new environment by dying in one colour (to better allow for on-time dying that last-minute tastes), constantly updating product lines, global branding, and in some cases, "re-shoring" certain stages of production to permit higher value-added assembly closer to the point of final sale. Global garment sales have grown several-fold since 1995, but marketers describe an ever-more demanding retail environment that now relies on finely-tuned supply chains to deliver product to end-stage customers at ever-lower prices. 20 In this process consumers, and particularly corporate purchasers, have become adept at exercising power by wringing concessions from upstream manufacturers. 15 The MFA was introduced in 1974 as a short-term measure intended to allow developed countries to adjust to textile and clothing imports from the developing world. Developing countries had a natural advantage in textile production because it is labour intensive and they had low labour costs. According to a 1998 World Bank/IMF study, the system cost the developing world 27 million jobs and $40 billion a year in lost exports. 16 The rise of China's garment industry has been both impressive and imposing. However, it has also come at time of steadily increasing competition for China's labour supply. The tentacles of global supply chains do not simply extend to China's garment industry, but now reach into virtually every part of its industrial infrastructure. With a shrinking Chinese workforce, garment manufacturing, which traditionally relies on low-skilled labour drawn from further and further afield, has to compete for labour with other, higher-paying industries. This has resulted in the re-direction of some Chinabased apparel production to other countries like Bangladesh, Vietnam, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.
The outward movement of garment assembly from China to Bangladesh has been substantial recently. Bangladesh has always had a textile and clothing industry to process local cotton and other materials, but in the last few years the Bangladeshi apparel industry has grown explosively as Chinese wages have risen. 21 Whole factories full of garment making equipment have moved from the Chinese mainland to textile hubs around Dhaka, the Bangladeshi capital.
The Bangladeshi apparel industry is worth some $20 billion, nearly double its size in January 2011 when the European Union relaxed its trade rules to allow the poorest countries to import fabric (rather than produce it domestically) to be stitched into garments that are sold duty-free in the EU. 22 Textiles and clothing are the largest single source of economic growth in Bangladesh's economy and its principal source of foreign exchange earnings. It is hard to understate the sector's importance for a country which has a population of 163 million people and the highest population density in the world.
23 This is particularly true of women, for whom jobs in the garment industry are attractive relative to other local employment opportunities. 24 Though working conditions in garment factories are often abysmal and the minimum wage is the equivalent of $38 per month (or about one-fifth the wage in China), positions in the textile sector provides a modicum of empowerment and independence. 25 Nevertheless, the nature of the apparel industry in Bangladesh continues to evolve. About 60% of export contracts are with European buyers. The remaining 40% is with American and other purchasers. At the same time, foreign investment in the garment sector is low. It is estimated that only 5% of textile factories are owned by foreigners. Most garment production is locally controlled, meaning that health and safety standards are minimal. Even prior to the Rana Plaza disaster, a few Western companies such as Disney had indicated that they were leaving Bangladesh due to concern over factory conditions. 26 . 23 Bangladesh's physical size of approximately 147,000 square kilometres is slightly more than the provinces of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island combined, but its population is about 100 times greater. 24 "Yes, Bangladesh's garment industry is ridden with appalling labour practices … But cheap clothes have helped fuel a social and economic revolution in Bangladesh, and Bangladeshis do not want that to end. … … Ms. Akhtan and her friends gave off a palpable sense that their life is different than it was five years ago -and a certainty that it will be quite different five years from now than it is today. Will they be rich? No. But maybe their kids will be at the private school. Ms. Akhtan is the first person in her family ever to have a formal job; her son, she said with total confidence, will be an engineer." See Stephanie Nolen, "More Disasters, Greater Unease" The [Toronto]Globe & Mail A12 (27 April 2013). 25 An interview with Nazma Akhter, a Bangladeshi union leader, emphasizes the importance of garment industry work for Bangladeshi women: "I was 11 years old, I began working in a factory alongside my mother. I had been working in the garment industry for seven years when I started working for workers rights and improving working conditions. When I was working in the factory, we faced lots of problems and difficulties: on-time payments, job security, maternity issues, freedom of association. But there was one good thing. In Bangladesh, women from very poor families in the countryside, where there were no job opportunities for female workers who were not educated, could earn money. Although the wages are low, they can now make decisions in the family, and it's a respectable job for women. Unskilled workers come here as apprentices, then day by day, they gradually become sewing machine operators and earn some more money. There are more than 4,000 factories in Bangladesh and about 4 million workers, 80 percent of whom are single women workers." "A View from the Sweatshop Floor", World Policy Journal (27 June 2013). 26 Disney reportedly wrote to vendors and licencees in March 2013 to begin transitioning production out of the "highest-risk countries" such as Bangladesh in an effort to raise safety standards in its supply chain. It will also pull out of Ecuador, Venezuela Work in the Bangladeshi garment sector takes place against grim regulatory conditions generally. Bangladesh has ratified 33 ILO Conventions, including 7 of the 8 fundamental conventions. 27 In addition the 2006 Labor Act seeks to protect and promote rights of the workers. Although legal provisions exist to uphold the fundamental principles and to protect rights at work, a 2012 ILO Report indicated that "their implementation and enforcement remain challenging." 28 Under the Act trade unions are allowed but must be approved by factory owners. While unions existed in many other industries in Bangladesh, most garment factory owners have not permitted them to operate, asserting that they would lead to a lack of worker discipline. In addition, union activists in the sector have often been subject to beatings and harassment. In 2010 the Bangladeshi government also launched an Industrial Police force to crush street protests by workers demanding better pay and working conditions. 29 A consultative tripartite process is envisaged for a new legislative scheme, but until the recent tragedies there has been little progress. Many existing unions are deeply politicized and enjoy close ties with factory owners and bureaucrats. In the meantime, "[p]artly due to privatization and economic reforms, the trade unions' role in protecting the rights of the workers has been severely impacted and has caused a decline in union membership compared to the rapid expansion of the private sector."
30
Current regulatory efforts must be understood against the background of two major industrial tragedies. The Tazreen Fashions factory fire in November 2012 resulted in the death of 112 garment works. The Bangladesh Government's official response was a National Action Plan on Fire Safety (NAP) released in March 2013 which, because it focused on fire safety, did not foresee building inspections. This was followed by the Rana Plaza building collapse in late April 2013 that led to the loss of more than 1,120 lives, making it the deadliest garment factory accident in history and the deadliest accidental structural failure in modern human history. Since then the Bangladeshi garment industry has continued to be convulsed by labour unrest, reports of garment industry influence in Bangladesh's political parties, and industrial accidents.
31
A visit by a high-level ILO delegation in the immediate aftermath of the Rana Plaza disaster called for the hiring of 200 additional building inspectors within six months and a budget increase adequate to recruit a minimum of 800 inspectors, as well as skills and retraining for injured workers. Perhaps most importantly, the post-disaster package agreed to between the government and the ILO "would improve protection, in law and practice, for the fundamental rights to freedom of association and collective 27 The Governing Body of the International Labour Office has identified eight Conventions as fundamental to the rights of human beings at work, irrespective of the level of development of individual member States. These rights are regarded as a precondition for all the others in that they provide a necessary framework from which to strive freely for the improvement of individual and collective conditions of work The ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, adopted in June 1998, highlights this set of core labour principles endorsed by the international community. Embedded in the ILO Constitution, these principles and rights have been expressed and developed in the form of specific rights and obligations in Conventions recognized as fundamental both within and outside the Organization. These ILO Conventions have been identified as fundamental, and are at times referred to as the core 32 Subsequently, in mid-May 2013 the Bangladesh government agreed to allow garment workers to form trade unions without prior permission and announced a plan to raise the minimum wage. 33 The Bangladeshi government has also pledged more building inspectors, but as of early July 2013 had not been able to follow through on this commitment. Sheikh Hasina, Bangladesh's Prime Minister, has indicated that 90% of Bangladesh's buildings meet no particular building code. 34 It is estimated that more than 9,000 buildings across the country will have to be inspected to achieve minimal standards, a process which may take as long as two years to complete. Abroad, condemnation of the Bangladesh government's failure to regulate and inspect has been virtually unanimous. This culminated in late June 2013 with Bangladesh's suspension of benefits under the U.S.'s Generalized System of Preferences (GSP). 
Legal Responses to Rana Plaza Disaster
Following the Rana Plaza Disaster, a number of competing schemes were unveiled to deal with the disaster and prevent its recurrence. Two of these -the Accord and the Action Plan -were previewed above and will be discussed below.
As if to foreshadow further involvement, a few Western companies that purchased Bangladesh-made garment products also acknowledged an indirect role in the Rana Plaza disaster by offering the compensation to victims and their families. The amounts involved varied from retailer to retailer, although full details are difficult to obtain. 36 The issue of compensation has been complicated by varying attitudes of foreign purchasers to worker and trade union involvement in any response.
Also worthy of mention is the consumer response to the disaster. A number of retailers appear to have been motivated to act, at least in part, by fear of consumer fallout from both the Tazreen Fashions fire and the Rana Plaza disaster, although the formal consumer response was muted. Media reports stressed that continued garment production in Bangladesh is an important development issue, particularly for Bangladeshi women.
Nevertheless, the need to provide something beyond compensation in the form of a legal framework became apparent due to the apparent inability of the Bangladeshi government to respond to repeated industrial disasters. The NAP did not have enough time to get underway prior to the Rana Plaza disaster and was seen as tainted by its association with ineffectual governance. No prosecutions followed from the NAP's initiation when ownership of non-compliant buildings was linked to Bangladeshi political figures. The Accord, and to an uncertain extent Action Plan, appear to aim to reinforce the capacity of Bangladesh's civil service to deal with worker health and safety issues over the long term. Given the early indications, the prospects for this happening remain uncertain.
What does the Accord do? The Accord is a 5-year limited term agreement which is designed to build on the NAP and to parallel the program and its activities with NAP "to ensure a close collaboration, including for example by establishing common programme, liaison and advisory structures." The principal commitment is made by signatory purchasers -now numbering 70 -to finance a program of garment factory inspections and remediation efforts during the term of the Accord. Other signatories, including trade unions and NGOs, participate "at their own election" but have no direct financial obligation. In effect, participants in the garment supply chain are stepping in to fulfill functions that presumptively belong to the government. In July 2013 the signatories announced that 1,000 garment factories would be inspected over the first nine months of the Accord.
37
To prioritize the inspection scheme, the Accord establishes a classification system for Bangladeshi garment plants involving three tiers. Those in Tier 1 are facilities representing not less than 30% of each signatory company's annual production in Bangladesh. Those in Tier 2 are facilities representing any "remaining major or long-term suppliers to each signatory, with the aggregate of Tier 1 and 2 together not falling below 65% of each signatory company's annual production in Bangladesh". Finally, those in Tier 3 are Bangladesh facilities with occasional orders, one-time orders, or facilities for which a signatory's orders represent less than 10% of the factory's production by volume, so long as Tier 3 facilities do not exceed more than 35% of a signatory's production in Bangladesh by volume. The difference between tiers lies in their exposure to the supply network as well as the level of priority and attention they are to receive. Facilities in Tier 1 are to receive safety inspections, remediation and fire safety training, whereas those in Tier 2 will receive inspections and remediation. Those in Tier 3 will be subject only to limited initial inspections "to identify high risks". 38 The Accord establishes a governance structure composed of a Steering Committee (SC) composed of equal representation from corporate and union signatories and headed by a neutral chair appointed by the International Labour Organization (ILO). SC decision-making is to be effected by consensus, or where this is not possible, by majority vote. The SC is supplemented by an Advisory Board involving brands, retailers, suppliers, government institutions, trade unions and NGOs which is to ensure that all participants "can engage in constructive dialogue with each other and provide feedback and input to the SC …" Administration of the program are to be developed by the SC in consultation with a "HighLevel Tripartite Committee" established to implement the NAP and joined by the Bangladeshi Ministry of Labour, the ILO, and a German labour institute, the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ).
The centerpiece of the Accord is an Implementation Plan, which is backed up by a legally binding dispute resolution clause. Dispute settlement is an aspect of the Accord that, understandably, has received perhaps the most media attention. Architects of the Accord have employed an extraterritorial approach, given that it would be hopeless to enforce the Accord against overseas purchasers through the creaky Bangladeshi justice system. Many purchasers operate through "intermediaries" and have only a token presence in Bangladesh itself. 39 For administrative purposes, it recalls other recent attempts at 'hybridization'. 40 The underlying idea is that such hybridization brings administrative expertise closer to recipients and is useful in terms of capacity-building so that experience can be shared and ultimately indigenized.
Article 5 of the Accord provides that any dispute between the parties is to be presented for resolution 37 to the SC, which is to decide the dispute by majority vote within 21 days. Upon request, the SC's decision is appealable to a "final and binding" arbitration process and awards resulting from it "shall be enforceable in a court of law of the domicile of the signatory against whom enforcement is sought" pursuant to the New York Convention. The Accord is silent as to exactly which arbitration process is to be accessed. It is also questionable which actors under the Accord would pursue enforcement. 41 At the same time, given the domestic realities in the case of Bangladesh, the expatriate nature of purchasers and the fact that the Accord has a strong capacity-building aspect to it, an arbitration procedure is about the best that could have been hoped for.
The Accord goes on to project action in three fields: inspection, remediation and training. With respect to inspection, the Accord requires the SC to appoint an independent Safety Inspector (SI) who will oversea inspections by "skilled personnel … based on internationally recognized workplace safety standards and/or national standards …."
42 Inspections will be a challenging task given that, as mentioned, building standards are currently notional or non-existent in Bangladesh. Inspections are to be followed by a written inspection report. Where the inspection identifies a "severe and imminent" danger to worker safety, the SI is to inform the factory management, its health and safety committee, worker representatives and the SC and unions signatory to the agreement, and is to direct a remediation plan. 43 Notably, signatories are to require their supplier factories that are inspected to continue workers' employment relationship and income during any period that a factory is closed for renovation to a maximum of six months. Failure to do so can trigger a notice, warning or termination of business relationships. 44 The crux of the above arrangement is to leverage the garment supply chain so that foreign buyers pressure their Bangladeshi suppliers to comply. However, buyers have a continuing responsibility to ensure that this occurs by negotiating commercial terms with their suppliers "which will ensure that it is financially feasible for factories to maintain safe workplaces" and to comply with upgrade and remediation requirements. Article 22 of the Accord goes on to indicate that:
Each signatory company may, at its option, use alternative means to ensure factories have the financial capacity to comply with remediation requirements, including but not limited to joint investments, providing loans, accessing donor or government support, through offering business incentives or through paying for renovations directly.
The Accord is also notable for its provisions concerning worker training. It mandates that the SC appoint a Training Coordinator who is to "establish an extensive fire and building safety training program". The program is to be delivered by skilled personnel at Tier 1 facilities "with the involvement of trade unions and specialized local experts." The term "Extensive" is notable for its failure to reference international standards.
The Accord is also noteworthy for its time-limited character. To ensure a degree of permanence and stability in the fluid world of supply chains, signatories have agreed to a continuity clause in Art. 23 which states that signatories "are committed to maintaining long-term sourcing relationships with Bangladesh." To this end, signatories "shall continue business at order volumes comparable to or greater than those that existed in [2012] …." during the pendency of the Accord. 41 It is unlikely, for instance, that frail Bangladeshi unions and NGOs would go to the expense of seeking enforcement in a foreign jurisdiction. To this extent, the dispute resolution mechanism appears largely cosmetic. Bangladeshi suppliers are also not signatories to the Accord and therefore avoid its reach. Instead, the remedy for a non-compliant supplier is defined in Accord Art. 21 as "a notice and warning process leading to termination of the business relationship if these efforts [i.e. to participate fully in inspection, remediation, health and safety and, where applicable, training activities] do not succeed." 42 Accord Art. 9. 43 Accord Art. 11. 44 Accord Art. 13.
In sum, the Accord appears aimed at dealing with immediate issues in a manner that promotes local capacitation. At the same time, a number of its provisions seem to rest on the effort of unions which, as indicated, have had a difficult time organizing in the Bangladeshi garment industry. For this reason, the Accord's success cannot be instantly assured.
A second effort to address issues arising from the Rana Plaza collapse has been undertaken by Walmart, the Gap and a number of other American and Canadian purchasers in conjunction with the Bipartisan Policy Center, a Washington, D.C.-based think-tank. 45 This agreement -which grows out of a process begun in January 2013 by five North American retail federations and dubbed the "Safer Factories Initiative" (SFI) -is also foreseen to last for 5 years and is said to feature a contain a safety plan. Development was facilitated by two former U.S. senators, George Mitchell and Olympia Snowe.
Acting under the umbrella of what has been termed the "Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety", the SFI released an Action Plan in July 2013 detailing what the Alliance hopes to accomplish. The Action Plan is said to "complement" the Accord and represents a substantial and important consensus among its signatories in the U.S. and Canada that buy Bangladesh-made garments. Like signatories to the Accord, members of the Alliance are also making a five-year commitment, which involves initial direct funding of at least U.S. $42 million. Alliance members will also provide at least U.S. $100 million in access to low-cost capital funding for factory improvements. Of critical importance, due to the urgent need for inspections and safety training, is the fact that the Alliance is committing to inspect all of the factories in which they do business and train all of their workers in Bangladesh within one year.
Key elements of the Action Plan reportedly include training and educating workers in fire and building safety, working with the Bangladeshi government and other interested stakeholders to develop and implement a common standard for assessing factory fire and building safety, and expanding fire and safety programs of inspections and remediation. In addition, the Action Plan aims for the creation of sustainable funding mechanisms to meet the above objectives which incorporate independent mechanisms for transparency and third party verification so that the public will be able to determine if the program is working. Finally, the Action Plan seeks the establishment a capital fund that will provide low cost loans to expedite required factory remediation.
Reports of the Action Plan indicate that while foreign purchasers of garments agree on further actions to enhance worker safety, the Alliance believes the government of Bangladesh must intensify enforcement. In this sense, the Alliance appears somewhat more government-oriented, despite the government's previous record of footdragging over worker health and safety. The Action Plan also states that "[w]hile major international brands can undertake their own factory inspections, there is also no substitute for a government that steps in to protect its workers across the board, in all its factories and workplaces." 46 The Alliance's Action Plan is said to represent "important steps in advancing the global effort to protect all those working in Bangladeshi garment factories through swift, specific, and measurable" steps. However, achieving the ultimate goal will require building "a broad, sustainable safety infrastructure and safety culture" across all Bangladeshi garment factories.
At a glance, the Alliance's Action Plan appears to differ from the Accord in several key ways. First, the Action Plan puts a sum of money for remediation up front whereas the Accord will subsist on funds raised from signatories to the U.S. $500,000 cap. It is not clear what additional obligations Accord signatories may have to backstop or guarantee remediation efforts beyond the committed amounts. None appears contemplated in reports of the Action Plan. Second, reports of the Action Plan make no mention of its enforceability whereas the Accord is at least nominally enforceable under the dispute resolution clause of Art. 5. Third, the Action Plan appears to emphasize normativity in a way that the Accord does not. Reports of the Action Plan indicate that the Alliance understands the importance of working with the Bangladeshi government to design new laws. By comparison, the Accord says only that inspections will take place "based on internationally recognized workplace safety standards and/or national standards" but does indicate not how Accord signatories will work to influence the Bangladeshi government's adoption of and adherence to international standards. Fourth, reports of the Action Plan make little reference to unions, and indeed, the entire idea of a separate scheme appears designed, at least in part, to allow Action Plan signatories, some of whom have been hostile to unions, to avoid having to deal either with unions or what they perceive to be a uniondominated ILO. The Accord does reference unions, but as indicated, how vigourous a role they will be able to play is questionable given their organizational handicaps.
Appraisal and Conclusion
Recent disasters in the Bangladeshi garment industry are both a stark and salutary reminder of the workings of global supply chains, as well as the power of contemporary interdependence to act as a force of change. Shifting patterns of industrial geography have suddenly made Bangladesh a leading destination in the global garment industry as goods make their way from input supplier to producer to buyer to consumer. They reveal that mercurial changes in modern manufacturing can transform lives, but also to imperil them in catastrophic proportions if the relevant standards are not put in place.
At the same time, what has happened in Bangladesh in the last decade reveals the ability of certain key actors -in this case, end-supply buyers -to leverage their influence in order to improve standards and to get other actors in the chain of supply to comply with those standards. This is an example of an adaptive supply network. What this experience reveals about global supply chains is that their unity can be used in some innovative ways to spread the benefits of corporate social responsibility more widely. A race to the bottom can becomes a race to the top, or at least in some instances, an effort to attain certain internationally recognized standards. The notional 'unity' of the chain also creates, for some purposes, a transnational legal person with the ability to bear certain obligations. In the case of the Rana Plaza disaster, this assumption is evident in proposals for victim compensation and the duty to fund the Accord. Competing with this vision is one of stricter normativity, as reportedly contained in the scheme of the Action Plan.
There are many unanswered issues going forward. One is the interplay between the Accord and the Action Plan. It is also hard to claim that this is the first attempt by a supply chain to respond flexibly to an externality caused by the chain, but what has happened in Bangladesh is certainly a graphic example, and perhaps the most evident at the moment. In other instances employers in extractive industries have provided health-care for locally engaged staff, as in the case of diamond mining companies in South Africa. Companies like De Beers employ thousands of workers and are notable for the efforts they have made to provide hard-to-access medicines such as anti-retroviral therapies as a matter of corporate policy. The difference in such cases is that a large, integrated multinational is usually the direct employer and purchaser of what is produced. In the case of the Bangladesh garment industry, the link between foreign buyers and domestic workers is much more tenuous. Nevertheless, the ubiquity of clothing sales and the fact that most product ends up in customers' hands which, due to labeling requirements, are identifiably from a particular source, gives the ultimate buyer a visible connection that the purchaser of a computer chip made with rare earth minerals or a diamond ring might not have.
Bangladesh garment industry workers have enjoyed the 'Klieg lights' of global attention in recent months. Inevitably, this will fade. At that point, new efforts will have to be made to revive interest and promote attention in what is, at the end of the day, a matter of responsibility. For all that was
